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Abstract
Development of accounting and auditing in Kosovo is linked with many developments and other factors. It is particularly interesting to
analyze the relationship between the development of accounting and auditing, general development of Kosovo and Kosovo's institutional
development. The contribution of accounting and auditing in Kosovo's economic development is associated with their role
and function they have in development. Broadly, the better to ful fill the role and function, the greater the contribution. For this reason,
understanding better the role and function of accounting and auditing is essential to understanding the essence of accounting and auditing
contribution to the economic development of Kosovo. Since accounting and auditing is performed based on the implementation
ofcertain standards, it is important to know the level of implementation of these standards in practice. Accounting and auditing should be
viewed from different points of view in order to be able to identify and analyze the many elements and features.
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technical skills. Financial statements and other
statements are really ready information to others1 . Any
decision taken by users of the financial statements taken
based on the information there. Quality of information will
determine the quality of the decision. Based on information
produced by the accountant and the quality of this
information, stakeholders will they develop a social
decisions and makepredictions. These stakeholders may
include: owners, banks, government institutions,
businesspartners (local and international), professional
institutions, etc. Based on this, the role and function of
accounting and the accounting departmentis to produce
information that have the qualities needed (so that they
may havesustained) for the needs of social stakeholders.
To enable the accountant to produce quality information
and meet the needs ofsocial stakeholders, it is first
necessary to understand the needs of these parties. These
needs are determined by the environment and conditions
under which a society develops. For purposes of analysis,
we will examine two scenarios:
1.
Low degree of applicability of the law, low level of
impact of the laws of market forces – This environment
was considered that the companies that developed
thecharacterization of high levels of corruption. Under
these conditions, business owners need low menexhmentit
statement needsto ask businesses that activity is
dependent on deeper ties based corruption than by other
connections ask businesses. Government should normally
be no need for accurate data but corrupt officials of
government institutions require accurate data not possible
with the head office ofhis / her which is paid (corrupt).
Companies that develop under conditions of low degree of
applicability of the lawand scale of the effects of market
laws also characterized by high degree ofnon-formal links
of interest. What are these links? These are links between
government institutions and officials from other
individualsor groups in order to not applying the law to
enable the mutual benefit of the non-implementation of law
by providing non-impunity by the non-implementation of the
law. These links prove to be profitable and are used by
businesses and professionals.

1. Intrudaction
Issue discussed in this paper is very broad and complex.
Since the theme is to analyze how a profession (in this
case the accounting andauditing) can contribute to the
economic development of a country (in this case Kosovo),
it is easy to see that analysis of both issues, career
development and economic development, would require a
strong team of experts who will become involved in a
project that could take more time to perform. For this
reason, it is imperative that the analysis be limited to only
certain factor insome relationships.
Accounting and auditing contribution to the economic
development of Kosovo, for our purposes here, the
relationship between them can be viewed from three
perspectives:
a)
The relationship between accounting and
auditing and economic developmentof Kosovo,
b)
The current state of accounting and audit and
relations with economicdevelopment, and
c)
Accounting and auditing opportunities for
economic development of Kosovo.
The analysis here will try to shine some relationships and
perspectives without claiming that these are the only or that
are most important. In this analysis, efforts will be made to
go beyond appearances as "important","vital", "majestic",
and similar to that these appearances can not serve the
purpose.
The overall role and function to both, accounting and
auditing, the economic development of a rough country is
to produce information for business and other stakeholders
in society. Any decision taken by any party dealing with the
public interest based on readily available information. The
quality of information determines the quality of the decision.
Although both the accounting and audit related
information available, their role is not the same buthave a
role and function of distinct and complementary. For this
reason, analyzing accounting would be different and
separate from the audit analysis.
2. Role of Accounting
Fundamental role and function of accounting is to produce
financial statements that present a fair picture of the real
and financial transactions of the entity. In addition, normally
the accountant and the accounting department also
producesother statements menexhmentit needs. Since this
is achieved, the accountant must have the necessary
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Under conditions of low degree of applicability of the law
and the small scale of the effects of market laws, nonformal links of interest described above allowance
youbecome the main source of income. Business strength
is measured by the strength of these alloys. This
situationcreated as a result of conditions created by the
degree of implementation / non-law enforcement.
Commitment of business lies in creating and maintaining
these connections. Under these conditions, market
demand is for creativity and skills to maintain
theseconnections, this creativity and these skills.
Concentration of business organizations about non-formal
interest, gets the mostenergy of these businesses in how
to manage these relationships. Other factors to market
forces such as internal management efficiency, quality
ofproducts / services, external market forces such as
supply and demand, competition, etc., Are secondary from
these links with the bulk of business comeslinks from nonformal interest than by the effect of market forces. For this
reason, the request is for business information pertaining
to these linksand data not related to market forces. Based
on these needs, an accountant and accounting department
will be involvedprimarily in meeting these business needs.
2.
High degree of applicability of the law scaling of
the effects of market laws – Companies that develop in
these conditions are characterized by low rates of
corruption. Business
opportunities come from
understanding the business and market forces2 . This
commitment leads businesses to focus on understanding
the business needsin terms of market share, internal
efficiency, good governance, quality of products /services,
market position, the external environment ask businesses,
etc. For this reason, under this scenario would be an
added requirement for professional management of
business activities.
High levels of law enforcement requires businesses to
adhere to rules andregulations in plotëni force. To be
exempted from this liability, businesses should ensure full
zbatushmëri laws and regulations and this can only be
achieved with the employment of workers
with
qualifications and professional experience complete.
Increased demand for professional knowledge will impact
the accountingprofession. Businesses will require an
accountant with professional skills to be able to respond to
these market requirements. Accountants must have been
fully trained, demonstrate technical knowledge andpractical
experience to ensure that appropriate business needs.
Considering two scenarios described above, the current
level of development of Kosovo, the first scenario would be
more appropriate. S Any report issued by international
organizations rank Kosovo as a country with ahigh degree
of corruption. High levels of corruption indicates lower
degree of applicability of the law. Corruption is just one of
the strands of non-formal links of interest even though
itmay be more widespread. Corruption can be described as
a non-formal contracting between two individuals to benefit
from having non-implementation of the law where each
party takes its share.

Considering the above submissions, the role of accounting
and accountants in Kosovo is to produce financial
statements that do not represent fair and realisticpicture of
the financial transactions of the entity3 . There is no claim
by any party to the financial statements present a fair
andrealistic picture of the financial transactions of the
entity. Officer from the government and the business entity
itself does not need to presenta fair and realistic view as to
ensure coverage of non-enforcement of the law.
3. Role of Audit
Normally, the role and function of auditing in economic
development is to give an assurance that the financial
statements are prepared in accordance with the
requirements of accounting standards described in the
legal framework and thatthese financial statements present
fair and realistic
view of business activities
andtransactions of company4 . This activity is designed to
produced financial statements and information providedto
make sustained and reliable for users of these financial
statements and information submitted. However, if the role
and function as described above and as needed
(described above) or not depends on the environment in
which audit activity is performed. Forpurposes of analysis,
I elaborate on two scenarios:
1.
Low degree of applicability of the law, low level of
market effects of laws – Under ambient conditions in which
the degree of applicability of the law is low,liability is also
low ( none or only some are held responsible and
accountable). Requirements of business owners is to have
an official signature, no matterwhether or not the report
certifies that the statements and information
presentedprovide fair and realistic view of business
activities and transactions of the company. Similarly, the
official governmental institutions are keen to have this
formalityfolder, no matter whether or not the report certifies
that the statements andinformation submitted to and give
real picture of the activities and transactions of the
company ask businesses. There is no legal consequence
for this.
2.
High degree of applicability of the law scaling of
the effects of market laws – Under ambient conditions in
which the degree of applicability of the law is high, as well
as legal responsibility is up. High levels of the effects of
market laws force pushes ask businesses business owners
to hire employees with professional qualifications and
skills with relevantproof of skills and technical knowledge.
This is an environment in which audit role and function in
development is to
provideassurance that financial
statements are prepared in accordance with the
requirements of accounting standards that are outlined in
the legal framework andthe financial statements present a
fair and realistic picture of transactions andbusiness
activities of the company and are sustained and reliable
for users.
Taking into account the two scenarios described above, the
current level of development of Kosovo, the first scenario
would be more appropriate and would be worth the same
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description presented above. The role of auditing in
Kosovo is to submit a formal report on file with the
signatureof the licensed auditor. There is no concern by
any party whether or not the audit is conducted wholly
orpartly in accordance with any standard. Request for audit
of most companies is primarily to meet the formal audit and
notserve its purpose is to certify that the statements and
information presente dprovide fair and realistic view of
transactions and business activities of the company. There
is no international investors will rely on the auditor's report
for any investmentwhether small or freedmen, even if the
audit report is issued by one of four major international
firms to audit, but will conduct and support under
investigation and selfstudy. Even audit conducted by the 4
largest companies is weak because of zero legal or
professional consequences for poor quality work.

present the right image and real transactions and will be
able toget any work can be achieved.
Professional profile described above in Kosovo can be
seen easily by looking at the number of commitments. In
this profile you will see a strong network of links to nonformal interest "veryresourceful person," a large number
of commitments and the creation of huge amounts of
money.
3.
"Professional mixed" - This profile of the
professional would be someone that will partially
implementprofessional standards.
"The professional
mixed" will be partially engaged with which would require
the average labor prices. "The professional mixed" shall
ranged from being about "professional you" upclose
"professional villain." The position will be determined based
on the level of enforcement of professional standards.
5. Development of opportunities for professional
discussion, the hapurit and transparency of the review of
professional work
All professions in general including financial reporting
profession are based on thearguments / evidence and
conducted through confrontation / confrontation of facts
/arguments. Lack of opportunities for such face /
confrontation prohibits occupation of thedevelopment. For t
his reason, development opportunities that enable the
efficient and properdiscussion on any and
every
professional issues is essential for the developmentof the
profession of financial reporting in Kosovo.
Opportunities for professional discussion can be through
internet forum members SHKÇRK's, or more traditional
methods such as meetings for discussion anddebate
through newspaper or can be included to all. Implementing
these professional discussion on Kosovo in the early
stages will have stuttering problems, however this is
something necessary to pass through. The main difficulties
are the strong appetite of individuals or groups to
haveinformal discussions under control through non-formal
links of interest. If not managed properly discuss these
opportunities, these appetites will continue to kill the same
professional treatment as before. Lack of professional
discussion is not coincidence, it is well thought out
individualsand informal groups. By keeping development
close, the possibility of public information is prohibited for
non-enforcement of professional standards, legal
violations, labor groups, non-formal and informal links of
interest. Basic conditions for the proper management of reviewing of professional work are that it be open and
transparent.
What are the specifics in Kosovo that create the need for
this degree of transparency? Are at least two:
1.
Appetite of individuals and informal groups have
control over any and allprofessional development is strong
through this control will manipulate the processby
intervening at certain points in order to create space and to
utilize these spacesin order that they develop a benefit at
the expense of reducing the effectiveness ofre-viewing
activities or at the expense of law-enforcement in less than
plotëni of these requirements. This appetite is
demonstrated as very effective in the past and it is
reasonable to expect continuity,

4. Profile of Professionals
Considered enough generally portrayed three types of
profiles of professionals. By describing these profiles will
highlight some features without claiming that theseare the
only or that are most important.
1.
"Professional you"– This profile of the
professional would be someone who will implement all or
mostprofessional standards. As described above, the
profession as a service offered to businesses the
socialstakeholders to market these services face the force
of all laws of the market. Someone who will implement all
or most of all professional standards in Kosovowill have
difficulties to survive, there are a few reasons:
a)
Application of professional standards will take
more time to perform the engagement which would make it
more expensive. Market demand is for work that is
sufficient to fulfill formal legal requirements. With that there
is no legal or professional consequences, others will
perform the same work without the application of
standards. The less that the standards applied, the less
work is required, low fee will be required. For these
reasons, the "professional you" do not have commitments;
b)
Also, anyone who applies professional standards
will provide fair and realisticpicture. When market demand
is not realistic appearance and presentation entitled,
"professional you " will not engage, certainly someone
who does not apply standards will be engaged.
For the reasons stated above, the "professional you" in
Kosovo can be seen easilyby looking at the number of
commitments5 . This profile of professionals will have little
commitment, no network connectionsinformal interest, "not
so skilled," and can barely survive or even get
completely off the market due to low demand for
implementation of professional standards.
2.
"Professional cad"– would be at least someone
who applies professional standards. In cases of application
for work that does not take into account professional
standards, this profile of professionals will meet the
requirement. "The Professional cad" would be the first to
take work that would require a lowerprice, would not
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characterized by low professional standards enforcement.
After all, the existence of the foundations of the profession
is a sound basis onwhich to build a sustainable
development of the profession.
Considered that the profession of financial reporting can
fulfill its role and functionand to ensure sustainable
development itself, needs further development. The
development does not come automatically, furthermore
must have built its own mechanisms within the profession
to enable and ensure it’s development. Mechanisms
described in the paragraphs above, although may not be
the only, will enable the profession to be controlled by
professionals and will provide strongprofessionalism.
Profession who keeps a high degree of professional
standards enforcement would be able to offer businesses
and other stakeholders social good qualityprofessional
services. High quality professional services will be a
valuable source of benefits for business in Kosovo, local
and international investors and the general economic
developmentand prosperity in Kosovo.

2.
Skills of individuals and informal groups to date
have proven to be strong aftercontrol of any and all
professional development in the same manner and for the
same purposes as described above for the appetite. These
skills have proven very effective in the past and it is
reasonable to expect continuity.
6. Conclusions
Financial reporting profession in Kosovo after the war, start
a new era of development, bringing its bases in
accordance
with
international
standards.Training
curriculum for accountants and auditors, and legal
framework regarding the profession was created in
accordance with the lines of international standards. This
profession is a service offered to businesses and other
stakeholders in society and that is influenced by market
demand for these services. Also, the profession has not
developed internal mechanisms to ensure self-regulation,
self-development and self-improvement of quality of
services. At this stage of development, the profession is
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